
 

Waukesha Bible Church is a family of families seeking to live in the Storyline of the Bible.  She is determined by 

design to have a God-centered, Christ-exalting worship; a Word-centered teaching focused on personal 

discipleship through intentional and systematic instruction; a Global-impacting mission that resolves to be a 

church planting church; and a Grace-based fellowship where disciples are invited to live under a reigning grace 

characterized by a Gospel-driven sanctification that celebrates a divine monergism to the Christian life. 

 

Greetings: 
 
The study that Pastor Pat brings on Sunday mornings is a reflection of the study for that 
week.  It represents a lot of research.  Not all of what he has prepared is communicated.  
In an attempt to continue the learning process, he is making available his study notes to 
the congregation. 
 
They are edited, but not “book” ready.  To the critical eye mistakes can be found.  So he 
asks that you take the material with humility, teach-ability, and charity. 
 
Enjoy and if you should have any questions or corrections, please do not hesitate to 
email him at pastorpat@waukeshabible.org. 
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Advent 2011 - The Story in Six Acts 
 

Worship – “Stop weeping, the Lion . . . has overcome” 
Revelation 4; 5 

Prepared by Patrick J. Griffiths 
 
The Story ends with God worshipped by His Creation.  As I grow in my knowledge of God’s 
Story, I am reminded of how everyone everywhere asks the same basic questions of life. 
 

1. Is there someone or something beyond me? 
2. Who am I?  
3. How did I get here? 
4. Why am I here?  
5. Why is there pain and suffering? 
6. What is the purpose of life? 
7. Where am I going? 
8. How does this all end? 

 

I often say as it relates to the question of dinosaurs, “A bone is a bone.”  How you understand 
that bone will be determined by your past experiences and your present level of knowledge.  
Something is controlling and informing your view of the world.   
 
For us, the above questions are intrinsic to our existence.  We have chosen to answer them 
from the text of Scripture.  Scripture tells us of God, creation, rejection, redemption, re-
creation, and worship.  The Scripture tells us of one who is beyond us, from whom, through 
whom, and for whom are all things.  The Scripture tells us how we got to be where we are and 
how we can become more than we were.  Scripture speaks of our rescue from this fallen world 
and the restoration of all things.  Everyday in everyway we can answer these questions.  All of 
this will end in the same place it began. 
 
Today I desire for us to complete the telling of the Story.  God’s design for His creation is to 
worship Him.  Adam and Eve made a conscious choice not to worship God.  Prior to their fall 
from grace everything they did was worship.  For them worship was not defined by location 
or activity.  Everywhere was sacred ground and everything was a means to worshipping God.   
 
In a topic like this, the tendency is to over analyze what worship is or what it looks like.  I 
believe personal worship is rather simple to define and experience.  Corporate worship is what 
happens when individual worshippers gather.  What makes worship worship is its content 
and object.  We worship many things, but only one object is proper as the recipient of all our 
affection and energy.   
 
The idea of worship is intrinsic to the human condition.  Everyone everywhere at all times 
worship something or someone.  The Scripture speaks of false worship as idolatry.  The 
Scripture speaks of the universal worship of God as inevitable.  This will happen and fuels us, 
in time, to further mission.  Yet what is worship and how might we live as worshippers in this 
time context? 
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Although worship is most often used in the context of something religious, at its most base 
definition worship assigns worth.  It recognizes an object as fulfilling their design.  We place 
value on the object because it meets a need.  When I recognize the object for what it is, I am 
assigning worth to it.  Yet not all worship is the same.  Within design we assign priority or 
preeminence.  The object worshipped has value, but it does not pull from me much affection or 
energy.  For example, a white board marker has a function by design.  When I recognize its 
purpose or function I am worshipping it.  But my worship of the marker is incredibly low for it 
does not pull from me any affection or energy.  I do not wish to become what it is.  It might 
meet my need to write on a white board, but beyond that it has little value to me.  Some assign 
worth to professional athletes.  They worship individuals and teams.  In many ways, 
significant sporting events in the context of the stadium are shadows of something much 
larger and grandeur.  In unfortunate ways, the teams have worshippers and are gathered for 
the worship of and celebration of victory.  For some, this form of worship pulls significant 
affection and energy and gives identity and reflected worth to the worshipper. 
 
The reason why false worship exists is because true worship exists.  True worship casts a 
shadow and if not understood correctly, the shadow becomes the end rather than the means.  
For us there is only one who can answer the calling of the human heart and this is God as 
Trinity in Father, Son, and Holy Spirit.  He alone and only gives rest to the restless heart.   
 
The struggle with defining worship is the otherworldliness of the act itself.  Is worship 
something done in moments and points or is worship something I can engage in 24/7?  I am of 
the opinion that worship exists in any context and any time.  This is defensible when worship 
is noted both in the Garden of Eden and in the Eternal State.  For me, the best way to 
understand the Story’s end is to see where it began and find the notable elements apart from 
which the Story makes no sense.  We can equally note the end as defining for us that which 
precedes the end.  There are three areas we should consider as we seek to understand biblical 
worship. 
 
First, let us consider worship as it existed in the Garden of Eden (Gen. 1:26-31). 
 

26 Then God said . . . let them rule over the fish of the sea and over the birds of the sky and over 
the cattle and over all the earth, and over every creeping thing that creeps on the earth." 28 God 
blessed them; and God said to them, "Be fruitful and multiply, and fill the earth, and subdue it; 
and rule over . . . and over every living thing that moves on the earth." 29 Then God said, 
"Behold, I have given you every plant yielding seed that is on the surface of all the earth, and 
every tree which has fruit yielding seed; it shall be food for you; 30 and to every beast of the 
earth and to every bird of the sky and to every thing that moves on the earth which has life, I 
have given every green plant for food"; and it was so. 31 God saw all that He had made, and 
behold, it was very good. And there was evening and there was morning, the sixth day (Gen. 
1:26-31). 

 
Genesis 2 gives more information concerning this scene. 
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16 The LORD God commanded the man, saying, "From any tree of the garden you may eat 
freely; 17 but from the tree of the knowledge of good and evil you shall not eat, for in the day 
that you eat from it you will surely die."  (Gen. 2:16, 17). 

 
What defined worship in the Garden? 
 

• Intellectually – Adam and Eve knew from whom, through whom, and for who are all 
things. 

• Volitionally – Adam and Eve chose to assign Him first place as to their affection and 
energy.  This shaped how they viewed what they did.  The emphasis is not on what 
they did, but rather on how they viewed what they did. 

• Emotionally – They “felt” the benefits of their alignment with God. 
 
They worshipped God by obeying Him.  Their worship/obedience showed itself in their 
stewardship of creation, their enjoyment of creation, and their willingness to perpetuate their 
species.  It is of interest to see how most pictures of the Garden portray Adam and Eve either 
lounging around without clothing or being clothed and expelled from the Garden.  There is no 
picture of what existed for them between those two ideas.   
 
What Adam and Eve had going for them were no impediments because of sin.  There was still 
a will that could choose contrary to what God would declare, but as of yet sin did not reside in 
their hearts.   
 
Second, let us consider worship as it will exist in the timelessness of eternity (Rev. 4; 5; 21; 22). 
 
What will define worship in the timelessness of eternity? 
 

• Intellectually – We will know from whom, through whom, and for who are all things. 

• Volitionally – We will choose to assign Him first place as to our affection and energy.  
This shapes how we view what we do.  The emphasis is not on what we do, but rather 
on how we view what we do. 

• Emotionally – We will “feel” the benefits of our alignment with God. 
 
The eternal state (that period of time after the resurrection of the living and the dead) sees the 
fullest and final reversal of the curse.  There will no longer be a will that can violate God’s 
declared will.  Unlike Adam and Eve (and us) there is no possible way for the worshipper to 
rebel against God.  All that resulted from the fall will be absent from our existence. 
 

• There will be a new heaven and a new earth (Rev. 22:1, 5). 

• God will dwell in our midst (Rev. 21:3). 

• He will wipe away every tear from their eyes; and there will no longer be any death; 
there will no longer be any mourning, or crying, or pain; the first things have passed 
away (v. 4) 

• No more disease (Rev. 22:2). 

• There will no longer be any curse (Rev. 22:3). 
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• His servants will see His face, and His name will be on their foreheads (v. 4). 

• His servants will be co-regents with Him over all things created (v. 5). 

• God will render to every man according to what he has done (v. 12 [authentic/absolute 
justice will exist]). 

• Sin will be absent (vv. 14, 15; Rev. 21:27). 

• And the city has no need of the sun or of the moon to shine on it, for the glory of God 
has illumined it, and its lamp is the Lamb. The nations will walk by its light, and the 
kings of the earth will bring their glory into it (Rev. 21:23, 24). 

 

I know I often over simplify the idea of heaven by saying it is all about Jesus.  However, as a 
qualifier let me assure you that it is all about Jesus.  This does not absent form or shadow, but 
form or shadow are only means to one great end.  The idea of shadow calling out to our sin 
(our fallen nature) is absent.  The shadow or form only exists so that a finite being might 
worship the infinite God.  This does not lessen my affection for loved ones or shadow, but 
such affection will no longer compete with God.  What was in the garden and what will be in 
the eternal state is incredible, yet we find ourselves locked between these two glorious images.  
I am hungry and heading to the buffet line but I’m not yet there.  I exist in the state of 
anticipation and weakness.   
 

Finally, let us consider worship as it exists in our present state (Psalm 150; 1 Cor. 10:31; Col. 
3:17, 23). 
 

Whether, then, you eat or drink or whatever you do, do all to the glory of God. (1 Cor. 10:31) 
 
17 Whatever you do in word or deed, do all in the name of the Lord Jesus, giving thanks 
through Him to God the Father . . . 23 Whatever you do, do your work heartily, as for the Lord 
rather than for men. (Col. 3:17, 23) 

 
If this is what worship was and this is what worship will become, why do I believe worship in 
our present state is different than these two defining book ends? 
 

What defines worship in our present state? 
 

• Intellectually – We must come to know from whom, through whom, and for who are all 
things. 

• Volitionally – We must choose to assign Him first place as to our affection and energy.  
This shapes how we view what we do.  The emphasis is not on what we do, but rather 
on how we view what we do. 

• Emotionally – We can “feel” the benefits of our alignment with God.  This is the only 
means whereby we can be at peace/reconciled/balanced with ourselves, creation, and 
God.  In the absence of this, we are out of alignment with His Story. 

 

There are two impediments to worship between the bookends.   
 

First, we are at fault when we think worship is controlled by form and function rather than by 
abasement and awareness (John 4:20, 21).  Form and function come into play when we gather 
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corporately.  Form and function only exist to assist the gathering to be done decently and in 
order (1 Cor. 14:40).  Yet neither form nor function defines worship. 
 

Secondly, our difficulty is worshipping God through a veil of tears and in the context of curse.  
These things still exist in my life.  I understand this.  I recognize no matter how hard I fight 
there is always within me, in this context of flesh, a lingering idolatry.  Even in all of my 
freedom and liberty, I still wear a heavy cloak of darkness.  There are shackles still waiting to 
be destroyed that grip my heart from loving God without distraction.  There are things pulling 
my arms down and causing my eyes to lust after lesser things.    
 
Yet we can triumph over our sin and in that context worship God.  Do we not see this with 
Joseph (Gen. 50), with Job (Job 1), and with Paul (Acts 16)?  God can be worshipped even when 
sin’s weight presses down.  I have resolved never to allow these struggles to define who I am 
and what I do.  No matter how far I fall, God still sits on the throne of my heart whether I 
acknowledge His Lordship or not.  He may do with me as He wills and what He does is 
always right.  It is His rod and His staff that guide me through the shadow of death (Ps. 23).  I 
am here to remind us of the larger Story in which your story takes place.   
 
Now, always remember how the shadow speaks to the larger reality.  For the sake of our study 
let us consider the language used in the tire shop for wheel alignment and wheel balancing.  I 
believe the language will prove profitable. 
 
For example, wheel alignment consists of adjusting the angles of the wheels so that they are 
perpendicular to the ground and parallel to each other. The purpose of these adjustments is 
maximum tire life and a vehicle that tracks straight and true when driving along a straight 
and level road.  Wheel Balancing, on the other hand allows the tires and wheels to spin 
without causing any vibrations.  This is accomplished by checking for any heavy spots on the 
wheel-tire combination and compensating for it by placing a measured lead weight on the 
opposite site of the wheel from where the heavy spot is. 
 
The symptoms of a car that is out of alignment are: 

• Uneven or rapid tire wear 
• Pulling or drifting away from a straight line 
• Wandering on a straight level road 
 

The symptoms of a wheel that is out of balance are: 
• Vibration in the steering wheel at certain highway speeds. 
• Vibration in the seat or floorboard at certain highway speeds. 
• Scalloped or cupped wear pattern on the tires 

 
Life is that car you and I are driving.  Some of us always seem to be pulling one way or the 
other.  Others of us are always shacking and unsettled.  Perhaps it is because we are out of 
alignment.  We are not tracking straight and we appear to always be veering off to the left or 
right.  Some of us are out of balance.  We always seem to be vibrating.  There is a restlessness 
that is unnecessary.  The only way to stay the course and to rest in the bumps is to live in the 
Story.  The question is, “Are you?” 
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Today, I call out to you and invite you to worship God no matter what your circumstances 
might be.  I invite you to use where you are to worship God.  As a woman, man, husband, 
wife, mother, father, child, unemployed, underemployed, employed, let this moment celebrate 
the wonder and glory of God as He moves triumphantly through time and into eternity. 


